
According to recent article feature Forbes, Philadelphia based BioBot is 

looking to have bite of pharma research. Company which was launched 

with vision of addressing the need of patients queued for organ request, 

now wants to explore other associated avenues. It is looking to start its 

chase with pharma research, market which was valued USD 50 billion. 

Printer which costs around USD 5000 claims to have capability of print-

ing 3D organs with human cells in the lab setup. These organs with inter-

nal cell structure are likely address preclinical need of Big Pharma, 

which currently rely on mice testing to base their future research conclu-

sions. According to the article mice fails to mimic human response to 

drug, and hence major chunk of pipeline molecules often get tossed out, 

resulting in excess wastage of both time and money.  
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California based digital medical device company scores funding as it 

begins its clinical trial at University of California’s cardiology depart-

ment. Eko has been talked about and referred in many leading technolo-

gy journals for its innovative platform: Core. Core is add-on that goes on 

current analogue stethoscopes and makes them a strong tool which can 

share, annotate and analyse heart sounds. Other distinctive offerings of 

Eko core is, its ability to record patient data on HIPAA compliant soft-

ware, providing physicians with past collected details on subjects under 

purview. The developments of the company were unique and distinct, as 

company CEO and co-founder Connor Landgraf wanted to improvise 

Stethoscope without tweaking its traditional view and features. 
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TAMS gets FDA green flag for its 

Infinix 4DCT system with Aquilion 

Prime CT configuration. The regula-

tory approval surfaced up as indus-

try’s move to integrate interven-

tional labs and CT technology.  

Approval was credited, to the need 

of the market, which demanded a 

system that can jump between 

modalities, carry out interventional 

and CT procedures in parallel, and 

verify treatment success post pro-

cedures. Development of platforms 

similar to Infinix 4DCT are indica-

tive of fact that medtech is target-

ing to innovate products which not 

just save cash for end users, but 

also value their time.  
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